SUMMER Workshops 2020
Julieartlessons.com
Age 7 and up
Mixed Media A
Mixed Media and One Point Perspective.
Mixed media is used to paint and print in this
piece. Drawing into a one-point perspective sketch
students will learn how to use the perspective
techniques of skyscraper buildings.
Egyptian Clay Relief.
Looking at examples of Ancient Egyptian wall
paintings, students are given a slab of clay to carve
into in creating their own Ancient Egyptian relief.
Printmaking and Drawing.
This project is about drawing a design, playing
with texture, and printing their work on colored
and designed paper.
Pointalism and the Reflection of color.
Students will build a painting using a pointillism
technique, while learning about complimentary
colors and how they reflect off each other.

Sculpture
Drawing 3 dimensional Shapes. Students will look
at the basics of Sculpture and how to form clay
with techniques recreate shapes into a final piece.
Ancient Pottery. Students build an ancient pot from
coiled clay and finish with a painted design.
Environmental design.
Students complete a drawing based on their own
environmental design and create a final sculpture.

!
Lily age 8

Mixed Media B
Paul Klee Cubist Landscapes and Music.
Working with paint students will design their own
landscape with shapes and lines and paint them
with multiple colors in creating their own
composition. Artist Paul Klee was greatly
influenced by music and the visual arts, and his
work will be discussed in class.
Georgia O'keeffe and Appreciation for Nature.
Working with large leaf shapes students develop
their own color scheme in creating an up close
designed painting.
Leonardo De Vinci and invention through 3
dimensional shape.
Students will sketch and develop an invention or
create an idea based on a musical instrument to ink
and print.
Story Tellers
Story tellers from the Pueblo Native American
culture will be discussed and how to create a
storyteller. Using sculpy clay to bake and paint
from their own
designs.__________________________________
Contact Julie: julieartlessons@gmail.com
230.00 per workshop. Or 2 workshops all day camp is 410.00
Register by June 30 & wave 25.00 registration fee.

Check website by May 27th for Virtual
Summer Workshops class times,
schedule, and projects.

Roxanna age 12

Stop Motion Film
Workshop (no
virtual classes)

Drawing
The
Creative
Portrait

This workshop explores
how cartoons were
created in the 1950’s
using stop motion film.
Students will create a
stop motion film using
multiple media to
produce a backdrop, as
drawings of cut outs of
characters move through

Frida Kahlo Oil
and Chalk Pastel Portraits.
Looking at the many portraits of Frida Kahlo,
Students will draw inspiration form images derived
from her work while learning the measurements of
the facial features.
Chuck Close and Self Portraits.
Students will look at how Chuck Close creates his
portraits and invent one of their own.
Print Making
With the drawing of self portraits students will
explore a printing technique using three different
print colors.
Drawing your Neighbor.
Students will pose and draw one of their class
mates in practice in drawing from life.

student created scenes.

Poster Design.

Students will design a poster based on the film
they made in class. Looking at type face design,
and using multi media to represent their project.

ANIME
Students will learn how
to build an anime
character and explore
creating their own story
board using multiple
media in each project.
Hailey age 10

!
Arundhati, age 12

Drawing and Design
Age 12-Teen - Beginning - Intermediate
Looking at album covers of music and musicians
students will complete their own piece exploring
fundamental terms and techniques in design.

Drawing and Collage
Students will build a layered project using multiple
media techniques to collage a design within the
final project.

julieartlessons@gmail.com 415 513 2425

Exploration in Painting and Music
Or
ART&RHYTHM
Through 4 different
painting projects
students explore
different techniques of
painting. Using
watercolor in two
projects as an abstract
design, pallet knife
painting, and mixed
media painting as a final
piece.

